Point masses moving in 2+ I dimensions draw out braids in space-time. If they move under the inAuence of some pairwise potential, what braid types are possible? By starting with fictional paths of the desired topology and "relaxing" them by minimizing the action, we explore the braid types of potentials of the form V(x'r' from a~-2, where all braid types occur, to a =2, where the system is integrable. We also discuss issues of symmetry and stability. We propose this kind of topological classification as a tool for extending the "symbolic dynamics" approach to many-body dynamics. (l) One of the masses "escapes, " i.e. , it tends to inhnity as r increases; (2) a collision, i.e. , two of 3675
In studying low-dimensional dynamic+1 systems, it is common to partition the phase space into a finite number of areas, and then write a sequence of symbols according to which parts of the phase space the trajectory passes through. The set of all sequences the system can generate is called the symbolic dynamics or language of the system [l] , and is often a useful tool for classifying the system's behavior. Bu t i n h ig her-d i m en sion al systems th is approach becomes clumsy. We lack natural boundaries around which to partition the space. In this paper, we propose a more natural, topological approach to classifying high-dimensional systems, in this case the motion of n bodies in the plane.
Consider n particles in the plane. As they move, they draw out a braid of n strands in a three-dimensional space-time, winding around and linking with each other. 
for e &0, A &0. As r 0, the integrand approaches r, so it diverges if e~-2; since falling from rest gives a lower bound for K, the action diverges for any colliding path. By the same token as before, then, collision is impossible. These two results tell us that for a~-2 (i.e., for a l/r or "harder" force), all topological classes contain an orbit; you can find a periodic orbit equivalent to any braid you like.
For larger a, the action of a colliding path is finite and collision is no longer impossible. In the geodesic analogy, for a~-2, the C;J are throats of infinite height; for larger a they are spikes of finite height, until at e =2 they become smooth hillocks. Whether or not a path will be drawn across them as it relaxes depends on its curvature, namely, on the total amount of winding of one mass around another that the path is trying to achieve. A typical orbit will have some critical e, above which it will not exist. Suppose only harmonic braids remain. For any a, the set of allowed braids L constitutes a "language" that can be thought of as a classification of the dynamics.
In Table I we show the first few braids of 2 and 3 strands, and report numerical results about their ex- With these relations, the b; generate 8", the braid group on n strands.
We now discuss several aspects of L"such as symmetry. The astute reader will note that the second, fifth, and seventh braids in Table I are topologically equivalent: For instance, using the second relation on the b; we get (bib') =(bib2 In conclusion, we have used an action-minimizing relaxation to directly construct periodic solutions to the nbody problem. This extends the work of' Lagrange [6] , who studied solutions which are fixed in a rotating frame;
Hill, Perron, Crandall [7] [8] [9] , and others who construct three-and four-body orbits by replacing one mass in the two-body problem with two or more masses placed closed together (a "cabling" in the terminology of braids); and work on the "restricted" three-body problem [10] [11] . Symbolic dynamics also gives us a clear way to measure the system's complexity (e.g. , [4] ).
Topological classifications like the one used here could be a good substitute for symbolic dynamics in highdimensional systems where there are no good topological boundaries around which to partition the space, or where the number of degrees of freedom varies (our braids approach works equally well for any n) Kn.ot types have already been used to classify periodic points in threedimensional flows such as the Lorenz attractor [12, 13] . 
